We are hiring!

Software Developer Backend

Permanent employee, full-time, immediately – Berlin.

Your tasks
- You create our product’s backend based on the user stories and the system behavior described in the UX/UI Designer’s prototypes.
- You build backend components with scalability and right-sizing in mind. Those components are run within an azure environment.
- You follow design patterns and good practices, keep your code clean and well documented, so that your work can be maintained by you and others.
- You test your code with all needed automatic and manual tests.
You also are
- working with the frontend developers on interfaces between backend and frontend
- consulting the product team and the other delivery team members on feasibility and best practices
- helping estimating the delivery team’s work load

Your skills
- Valid experience with Kotlin, PostgreSQL, TimeScaleDB
- Used to work with CI/CD in an Azure environment
- Proficient with IntelliJ and / or VS Code
- Over communicator
- Hands on mentality when facing problems and new tasks
- You have previous experience in the development of business applications, working in a SaaS is a plus
- Optionally you have experience with the handling of energy metering interfaces and the different formats
- You are familiar with modern technologies and design patterns
- There is a basic understanding of agile development processes (Scrum, Kanban)
- You know how to estimate requirements and how to give structured feedback on unclear acceptance criteria
- You feel comfortable communicating in English, German is a big plus
- You are curious and keep yourself up-to-date, you like to learn about new technologies and patterns

You can find out more about your career opportunities in our company on the next page.
About NeoMonitor | FP NeoMonitor GmbH is a new founded 100% subsidiary of Francotyp Postalia. We set out with our team to deliver customer value and grow by applying lean startup and agile principles. The offerings will be aligned with market demand and their value proposition realized through customer-centric validation.

Please send us your application, stating your earliest possible starting date and your salary expectations, via e-mail to personal@neomonitor.de

FP NeoMonitor GmbH
Ritterstraße 24-27
10969 Berlin

Your benefits

➔ Your work makes the difference – you are not a minor part of a larger enterprise level software but pivotal
➔ Direct contact to the product team and the opportunity to participate in customer centric activities if wanted.
➔ Working from home is no problem as long as results are achieved. It is our strong believe, that collaborating on site increases the teams quality and spirit.
➔ We inherit a lean start up environment. Your feedback helps strengthen the team and thus the product quality.